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YARN MAN

AND

RUBBER BAND MAN

WHEN I STARTED DOING MY YARN BALL, IT WAS EASY TO DO FOR A LONGTIME.

MAYBE ABOUT ONE DAY OR WEEK TO FINISH.
I like to do colored balls of yarn.

It is getting bigger and bigger.
When you want something, 

GO FOR IT! 

DON'T LET IT STOP WHAT YOU ARE 

DOING!
Then I went on to do Rubber Band Balls ~ pretty colors!
The same as yarn but this is Rubber Band Man!
Color yarn is fun to do.
But it is hard to start.
Now that is HARD TO DO!
I am proud of what I can do with my yarn color ball and my rubber ball.

YES!

It is an incredible experience!
When I start one and finish one
that same day or time.
Oh yes! It is stressful and fingers hurt. I have to concentrate and pay attention to things to do and so exciting 😊!

I have to experiment!

(WHO AHH KAAITH!)